Healthcare Administration
The healthcare industry is undergoing fast-paced growth, requiring fast-paced leadership. To gain a competitive advantage in healthcare administration, you need to understand the fundamentals of healthcare, leadership, and communication strategy, team cultivation, finance, policy and legislation.

Millikin University’s Graduate Healthcare Administration Certificate is geared toward those within the healthcare industry who are looking to grow into positions of leadership.

Who should enroll?
Doctors, nurses, clinicians, community health managers, health insurance managers, and others will gain valuable leadership strategies as they increase their career options, engage health-related communities, and enhance the overall performance of their organization.

Courses:
» Healthcare Finance
» Healthcare Leadership
» Healthcare Policy & Economics
» Healthcare Process Management

Program Features:
» 18-week completion time during August through December
» Online & in-person evening classes, meeting two times per week
» 12 total credits
» Faculty with executive C-suite knowledge
» Small cohorts that build teamwork and support networking
» Total certificate program cost of $4,000

Jeff Brown, PT
Executive Director of Rehabilitation/Wound & Pain Center,
Decatur Memorial Hospital

“As a recent graduate of the Millikin Executive MBA Program I can definitively state that the knowledge and skills I’ve developed have been integral in the further development and performance of our hospital in maintaining the health of the people of Central Illinois.

With the addition of the Healthcare Administration concentration, Millikin promises to further separate itself from other MBA Programs and position its students for success in the rapidly changing world of healthcare. This type of training can no longer be considered an anomaly for Decatur’s healthcare leaders but rather should become requisite in our quest to provide the best and most efficient healthcare.”

Application Deadline: August 1
For admission requirements, please visit millikin.edu/mba